
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS 

CAMARO LOWER HOOD PLATE 

PART#103003 

 
PART INCLUDED: 

1-Stainless Upper Hood Plate or 1-Stainless Lower Hood Cowl 

2- Adhesive Promoter Packs 

 

Your new cover comes with a protective liner; do not remove liner until installation is complete. 

For the best results you will need to remove the factory hood from the vehicle. 

1. The first step in removing the hood will be to create a nice stable platform in which to rest the hood 

once removed. A nice table and blanket will do fine. Draw a circle around each of the four hood bolts. 

This will allow you to re bolt the hood in exactly the same spot eliminating the need to adjust the hood 

when you reinstall it. Detach the washer fluid line from the hood. The only real way to easily remove any 

hood is with three people, two to hold the hood at each side and one to remove the bolts. An air ratchet 

will work the best for this procedure. Once the hood is removed set it down exposing the underside face 

up.  



2.  Thoroughly scrub clean the areas to be mounted with alcohol to remove dirt. Then swipe the area 

with the adhesive promoter packet provided. This packet contains not a cleaner but an adhesive 

accelerator that will insure the stainless panels stay stuck long term and must be used. 

The process for installing both the upper hood plate as well as the lower plate is as follows. The panels 

come to you flat. It will be very important to pre shape the panels so that they contour to the hood 

perfectly without forcing any part of it to lay down to the paint. You can do this with your hands by 

gently rolling and or twisting the metal until it conforms. 

3. Once you have achieved a nice contour fit peel a small length of the red release liner from the back of 

the panel at each of the attachment tape points to create a sort of pull tab. Create an exact center pull 

tab by slicing the red tap at the center of the panels so that you will be able to pull the tabs from the 

center out to the ends. With the tabs all set up, set the panel onto the hood and then center it perfectly. 

Holding this position pull the center tabs first and work your way out to the sides pulling the other tabs 

as you go then press firmly to set. Remove the protective liner and then reinstall the hood.  

If any questions occur during installation please contact American Car Craft @ 727 861-

1500. 
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